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ABSTRACT: Determining the composition of plasmonic nanoparticles is
challenging due to a lack of tools to accurately quantify the number of atoms
within the particle. Mass spectrometry plays a significant role in determining
the nanoparticle composition at the atomic level. Significant progress has been
made in understanding ultrasmall gold nanoparticles such as Au25(SR)18 and
Au38(SR)24, which have Au core diameters of 0.97 and 1.3 nm, respectively.
However, progress in 2−5 nm-diameter small plasmonic nanoparticles is
currently impeded, partially because of the challenges in synthesizing
monodisperse nanoparticles. Here, we report a plasmonic nanocrystal that is
highly monodisperse, with unprecedentedly small size variability. The
composition of the superstable plasmonic nanocrystals at 115 kDa was
determined as Au500±10SR120±3. The Au∼500 system, named Faradaurate-500, is
the largest system to be characterized using high resolution electrospray (ESI)
mass spectrometry. Atomic pair distribution function (PDF) data indicate that the local atomic structure is consistent with a face-
centered cubic (fcc) or Marks decahedral arrangement. High resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
images show that the diameter is 2.4 ± 0.1 nm. The size and the shape of the molecular envelope measured by small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) confirms the STEM and PDF analysis.

■ INTRODUCTION

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is the light-induced
collective oscillation of conduction electrons, with applications
in photochemistry,1 solar cells,2−5 and biomedical areas
including cancer cell detection, drug delivery, and chemical
sensing.6 Gold shows SPR in nanoparticles as small as 2 nm
diameter, at wavelengths of 500−550 nm, which red shifts with
increasing nanoparticle size and aspect ratio. Nanoscale gold
particles can be synthesized with different sizes7 (up to 100
nm) and a rich variety of shapes8,9 (e.g., prism, cubic,
hexagonal, hollow), all of which can be used to tune the SPR.
Characterization of citrate-protected colloidal gold nano-

particles (<5 nm), where molecule-to-plasmonic transitions
occur, is limited by sample polydispersity and instability, with
particle aggregation often observed on short time scales.
Ultrastable gold nanoparticles have previously been prepared by
protecting the nanoparticle core with thiolates using the Brust−
Schriffin method.10 The dispersity of the Brust−Schriffin
product can be enhanced by a thermochemical treatment.11

This produces atomically monodisperse Au-SR molecules (SR
= thiolate), like Au25(SR)18, Au38(SR)24, and Au144(SR)60,
which are stable in air, at high temperature (∼80 °C), and
under humid conditions. Concurrently, advances in instrumen-
tal methods have developed mass spectrometry (MS) as a
valuable tool to identify nanoparticles via compositional
analysis.12 This is because transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) characterization remains a challenge at smaller
nanoparticle sizes (<3 nm diameter) due to rapid electron
beam-induced damage, though limited success is achievable.
Specifically, progress in electrospray ionization (ESI) mass
spectrometry with multiply charged molecular ions and matrix-
assisted laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry
(MALDI-MS) with DCTB matrix13 enabled the compositional
assignment of these ultrasmall nanoparticles.14,15 This has
enabled successful identification of various gold,16 silver,17 and
alloy18,19 nanomolecules using mass spectrometry. However,
evaluating the composition of larger plasmonic nanoparticles
(>2 nm diameter, >300− atoms) is still impeded by limitations
in ionization and detection of molecular ions.
For ultrasmall thiol-protected gold nanoparticles, which can

be isolated as single crystals, fundamental understanding has
been facilitated by structural analysis using X-ray crystallog-
raphy. For such ultrasmall systems, the small particle size and
particle uniformity are critical to isolating single crystals. Thiol-
protected nanoparticles as large as Au102(S-Ph−COOH)44 have
been crystallographically characterized,20 with several other Au
nanoparticle crystal structures containing less than 102 gold
atoms also being reported.21−23 However, atomic structural
analysis of plasmonic nanoparticles remains challenging, with
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the larger particle size and increased polydispersity often
preventing crystallization. In such cases, atomic pair distribution
function (PDF) analysis of high energy synchrotron-based X-
ray total scattering data can provide atomic-scale structural
information, with crystallographic resolution independent of
the sample crystallinity.
Here we report the preparation of highly monodisperse

plasmonic nanoparticles containing ∼500 (±2%) Au atoms. We
name the Au500±10SR120±3 system “Faradaurate-500”, in honor
of Michael Faraday.24 Compared to similarly sized colloidal
plasmonic nanoparticles, where the term “monodisperse” is
generally applied to a system with ca. 10% standard deviation,
the ±10 Au atom variability reported here is unmatched for
systems of this size. We report the MALDI and ESI mass
spectrometry at unprecedented high mass for nanoparticle
characterization at 115 and 38 kDa, respectively. Furthermore,
we employed synchrotron X-ray and high resolution electron
microscopy to study the atomic structure. In a preliminary
report on the 76.3 kDa Faradaurate nanomolecules, we
mentioned that other stable sizes exists at 114 and 207
kDa.24 Here we present a detailed study on local structure, size,
and size uniformity and report its composition as
Au500±10SR120±3. High-energy X-ray scattering-based atomic
PDF analysis shows that the atoms are in a cubic close packing
(fcc) or Marks decahedral arrangement. The extent of features
in the PDF, to 24 Å, suggests a 2.4 nm diameter nanoparticle.
Aberration-corrected high-angle annular dark-field scanning
transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images of
the particles show the size, shape, and core morphology of thiol
protected plasmonic gold nanoparticles with atomic resolution.
Low-magnification STEM images presenting an ensemble of
particles show a uniform size distribution in the 2.4 ± 0.1 nm
range, and self-assembled regions visually indicating size
uniformity. Furthermore, small-angle X-ray scattering data
yield a diameter of 2.6 ± 0.2 nm. SAXS data also shows an
oscillatory behavior indicating high monodispersity. Structural
information in PDF analysis allowed us to obtain a model for
the Au core. Calculated PDFs of a Au405 truncated-octahedral
core and a Au389 Marks decahedron provide good matches with
the experimental data. A variety of complementary character-
ization techniques yield information about composition, size,
size distribution, and atomic structure. The Au500±10SR120±3
nanoparticles have a core diameter of 2.4 nm, with the ±10
atoms polydispersity corresponding to <0.1 nm variability in
diameter. Not only can such highly monodisperse plasmonic
nanocrystals facilitate the fundamental understanding of
evolution of atomic and electronic structure with size, but
these also have diverse potential applications.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis. Synthesis involves three steps. First, a crude product

containing polydisperse Au clusters was prepared in a modification of a
reported process.24 Second, thermochemical treatment of the crude
product with excess thiol was applied to eliminate metastable clusters.
Finally, solvent fractionation was used to isolate pure monodisperse
nanomolecules.
Aqueous solution (30 mL) containing HAuCl4 (0.1772 g/0.45 mmol)
was mixed with toluene solution (30 mL) of tetraoctylammonium
bromide, TOABr (0.55 mmol). After stirring for 30 min, the organic
phase was separated, and phenylethanethiol (0.0622 mL/0.225 mmol)
was added and further stirred for 30 min at room temperature (gold to
thiol molar ratio was set to 1:0.5). This solution was cooled in an ice
bath for 30 min. An aqueous solution of NaBH4 (10 mmol, 20 mL)
cooled to 0 °C, was rapidly added to the reaction mixture under

vigorous stirring. After 2 h, the organic layer was separated and
evaporated to dryness. The product was washed with methanol to
remove other byproducts. The residual mixture was extracted with
toluene.
∼100 mg of crude product was dissolved in 0.50 mL of toluene and
subjected to thermochemical treatment with excess phenylethanethiol
(0.50 mL) at 80 °C under stirring, while monitoring with MALDI-MS.
After metastable clusters disappeared (∼4 to 7 days), the product was
isolated, washed with methanol several times, and extracted with
toluene.
There were several types of nanomolecules in the product, 36 (major
fraction), 76.3, and 115 kDa. Solvent fractionation was used to isolate
the 115 kDa portion.

Mass Spectrometry. MALDI mass spectra were acquired using
Bruker AutoFlex 1 and using DCTB matrix.13 ESI-MS was measured
using Waters Synapt HDMS instrument and sample mixed with 50:50
toluene:CH3CN or 50:50 THF:CH3CN solvent system.
Au25(SCH2CH2Ph)18 and Au144(SCH2CH2Ph)60 were used for
calibration checks.

STEM Analysis. Specimens were prepared for STEM analysis by
drop casting a suspension of particles in toluene onto lacey carbon
films supported on 3 mm Cu grids. Specimens were imaged in a JEOL
JEM-2200FS with a CEOS aberration corrector on the probe-forming
system. Because the particles proved to be sensitive to the electron
beam, images were recorded with a probe current of 13 pA and dwell
time of 32 μs to limit beam dose. At higher magnification, neighboring
particles were prone to rapid necking and coalescence. Thus, for
particle counting analysis, areas of well-separated particles were
chosen, and coalesced particles were excluded from the counting
statistics. While cooling the particles in a cryogenic holder slightly
improved particle stability, this was not routinely used to obtain
images for particle counts.

High Energy X-ray and Pair Distribution Function (PDF)
Analysis. The total scattering data suitable for PDF analysis were
collected at beamline 11-ID-B at the Advanced Photon Source at
Argonne National Laboratory for samples loaded in polyimide tubing
of ∼1 mm diameter. A large area detector (PerkinElmer amorphous
silicon) was combined with high energy X-rays (λ = 0.2128 Å, E ∼58
keV) to collect data to high values of momentum transfer (Q). The
two-dimensional images were reduced to one-dimensional diffraction
data as a function of Q within fit2d. The data were corrected for
background and Compton scattering within pdfgetX2 as described
previously.37,38 Fourier transform of the data to Qmax = 22 Å−1 gave the
PDFs, G(r). The calculated atomic PDF and PDF fitting was
performed using PDFgui.37

Small Angle X-ray Scattering. The SAXS data were obtained
using the 12-ID-B beamline at the Advanced Photon Source at
Argonne National Laboratory with an X-ray energy of 12 keV. The
beamline is equipped with a Pilatus 2 M detector housed within an
evacuated flight tube. This provides very low background and noise
levels, and, therefore, high sensitivity of the instrument. The beam size
was 0.2 × 0.2 mm with exposure times of 1s. The data were corrected,
background subtracted and reduced to intensity vs scattering vector
(q) profiles. The data analysis was performed within the Irena SAS
package.39

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mass Spectrometry. The composition of the Faradaurate-
500 was determined using MALDI and ESI mass spectrometry.
The red and blue curves in Figure 1 show the MALDI and ESI-
MS spectra of the purified nanoparticles, featuring a mass at
115 kDa. MALDI shows broad peaks at 115 and 57 kDa, which
are the singly and doubly charged ions of the Faradaurate-500.
The breadth of these features is associated with the resolution
limits of the MALDI-TOF (time-of-flight) tube at high mass
range and also fragmentation/ligand loss in the laser beam. The
MALDI does show the purity of isolated nanocrystals.
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High resolution mass analysis was performed using ESI-MS.
Electrospray ionization of Faradaurate-500 shows multiply
charged peaks at 38.23, 28.62, and 22.97 kDa corresponding to
the 3−, 4−, and 5− intact ions, respectively. The ESI peaks
exhibit broad features as shown in Figure 1. This is due to the
presence of several stable species and/or gold thiol
combinations. The observed mass peaks suggest the existence
of at least 20 intact species in the 115 kDa mass range, and the
composition of the Faradaurates was assigned to be
Au∼500(SCH2CH2Ph)∼120. The composition was confirmed by
the mass difference found when preparing the nanoparticles
using another ligand (HSC6H13). In this case, ESI-MS of
nanoparticles with two ligands of varying mass yields the
number of ligand molecules. On the basis of the number of
ligand molecules, the total number of metal atoms could be
calculated. All of the above evidence supports a composition of
Au∼500(SR)∼120. The width of the peak was analyzed to get an
estimate of the number of species present, yielding a
composition of Au∼500±10(SCH2CH2Ph)∼120±3, as discussed
further below.
High Energy X-ray Scattering and PDF Analysis. High

energy X-ray total scattering measurements include both Bragg
and diffuse contributions to the scattering intensity. Fourier
transformation of the background corrected data to real space
yields the PDF.25,26 The atomic PDF provides a histogram of
all the atom−atom distances in a material. The PDF method
has significant advantages over other local structural probes,
such as X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS):27 there is
negligible radiation damage of the sample as the mono-
chromatic high-energy X-rays (>60 keV) are weakly absorbed;
data is obtained at longer length scales (>10 Å) compared to X-
ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), yielding insights into size,
shape, and atomic arrangement; the interatomic distances
measured are absolute and can be compared with the PDFs
calculated for structural models.

Figure 2 shows the atomic PDF patterns of the Faradaurate-
500 compound. To evaluate the structure, we compared the
experimental data with PDF of icosahedral, decahedral, and fcc
shapes. The Au309 icosahedron and Au389 Marks decahedron
were selected as their size is closer to that of the metallic core
with a shell of Au adatoms in the form of -SR-Au-SR- units. To
represent cubic closed packing, we chose the 100 nm Au
nanoparticle purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, which has a bulk-
like fcc structure. Comparing the experimental PDF of Au∼500
with various models in Figure 2 shows that there is a poor
match with Au309 icosahedron. Therefore, we conclude that an
icosahedral core is unlikely. However, the experimental PDF of
Au∼500 equally matches both the Au389 Marks decahedron (Dh)
model and the 100 nm Au NP with a bulk-like fcc structure.
In addition to atomic structure insights via PDF, information

about the nanoparticle size can also be obtained by modeling
how the intensity of features in the PDF at longer distances
attenuate. The longest interatomic distances observed in the
PDF, at ∼2.4 nm, correspond to the size/diameter of the
particles. This is in agreement with the size measurements from
HAADF-STEM images shown in Figure 3. The PDFs were
dominated by atom−atom correlations associated with Au−Au
interactions; Au−S and other correlations involving more
weakly scattering carbon and hydrogen atoms did not
contribute significantly to the measured PDFs. Features in
the PDF of the Au∼500 sample extended to 25 Å, while longer
range features are observed in 100 nm particles.
Considering the total number of Au atoms and assuming

monomeric [-SR-Au-SR-] arrangement for the interface, we
propose the Au405 and Au389 core for the Au∼500(SR)∼120
particles, which contain the 5-shell structure (4-shells of core
and an outermost shell with [-SR-Au-SR-] bonding).

Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy Analysis.
Direct imaging of the gold nanoparticles of less than 5 nm
diameter is challenging due to the electron beam induced

Figure 1. Mass Spectrometry. MALDI (red) and ESI (blue) mass spectra of “115 kDa” nanoparticles yielding a composition of
Au∼500±10(SCH2CH2Ph)∼120±3. MALDI-MS shows 1+ and 2+ ions, while ESI yields 3−, 4−, 5−, and 6− ions. Deconvolution of the six charged
ions is consistent with a 115 kDa molecular ion. The inset shows the deconvoluted spectra of Au∼500 protected by −SCH2CH2Ph and −SC6H13
ligands, where the 3−, 4−, and 5− ESI peaks are multiplied by 3, 4, and 5 to yield the 1− molecular ion, at 115 kDa. From the mass difference, the
total number of ligands was calculated to be 120.
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instability and dynamic aggregation and sintering.28 This may
lead to changes in the atomic structure and can limit the
analysis of the degree of size homogeneity, nanoparticle shape,
and individual particle size. Here we show low-magnification
and high-resolution HAADF-STEM images of the
Au∼500(SR)∼120 particles, to study both the size dispersity and
the atomic structure. The low-magnification images in Figure
3a,b present representative ensembles of particles, including
regions of self-assembly (see expansion in Figure 3c).
The self-assembled particles demonstrate the size-selected

and monodisperse nature of the sample. The other regions
show isolated particles that are well separated from each other.
Figure 3d−h show the aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM
images of the Au∼500(SR)∼120 nanoparticles. These high-
resolution images illustrate the arrays of surface atoms on the
particles, in addition to their size and shape. By observing single
particles at different orientations one can, in principle, study the
surface morphology of the individual Au∼500(SR)∼120 nano-
particles. This is because the intensity of the HAADF-STEM
image is dependent on both atomic number and number of
atoms in each atomic column. However, rapid surface atom
diffusion or loss, and reconstruction, is often observed under
the high dose rate required for high-resolution imaging. The
electron beam can also induce a change in particle size and
shape.28 Therefore, care was taken to try to minimize dose (4 ×
104 e−/Å2), and only first-pass images were used in the analysis.
Images in Figure 3d,g,h seem to suggest an fcc shape, while

images in Figure 3e,f are ambiguous and may have other shapes.
Different particle shapes were observed, due to the random
orientation of the Au∼500(SR)∼120 clusters on the substrate.
PDF fitting was performed with Au405 truncated octahedral and
Au389 Marks decahedral model using PDFgui. On the basis of
both PDF fits (Figure 4) and HAADF-STEM data, we
conclude that Au405 truncated octahedra and Au389 Marks
decahedron models are the most probable structures for the
inner core of the Au∼500 nanoparticle. A more systematic study

Figure 2. Experimental atomic PDF of Au∼500±10(SR)120±3 in
comparison with calculated PDF patterns of icosahedral Au309,
Marks Dh Au389, Truncated Oh Au405 and 100 nm fcc (bulk like)
patterns. PDF patterns of Au∼500 show a decent match with Marks Dh
and fcc patterns.

Figure 3. HAADF-STEM images of Au∼500(SR)∼120. (a−c) Low-magnification images of dispersed Au∼500. (d−h) High-resolution images of
individual particles, field of view is 5 nm × 5 nm. See related discussion in the text.
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with a statistically significant number of atomic resolution
HAADF-STEM images will aid in more conclusive atomic
structure information.
Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS). Figure 5a shows

the SAXS data for Au∼500. SAXS provides independent,
statistically representative, ensemble measurements of the size
and conformation of nanoparticles. The radius of gyration, Rg,

of the nanoparticles obtained from the SAXS Guinier fit, i.e.,
ln[I(q)] = ln[I(q = 0)] − Rg

2q2 /3 at q close to zero, is 1.05 ±
0.05 nm. The wide range of linear Guinier behavior (ln[I(q)] vs
q2, Figure 5a inset) and the scattering oscillation features at a q
of 0.3−0.8 Å−1 strongly suggest that the Au∼500 nanoparticles
are nearly monodisperse in solution. However, a simple
spherical model, including a size distribution, was unable to
fit the data. We reconstructed a three-dimensional molecular
envelope directly from the SAXS data using an ab initio
program DAMMIN,29 and this SAXS envelope adopts an
ellipsoid-like shape with dimensions in the range of 2.2−3.0
nm, displayed in Figure 5b. This SAXS molecular envelope is
consistent with the HAADF-STEM images, in terms of shape
and size, and interestingly, it also exhibits facet features. It
should be pointed out that since the electron density of the SR
ligand is much less than that of the Au-cluster core, the SAXS
data and the molecular envelope are dominated by the
contribution from the Au∼500 nanoparticle core.

UV−Visible Spectra. Figure 6 presents the UV−visible−
NIR absorption spectra of the Au∼500(SR)∼120 in comparison
with other reported nanomolecules with 38− and 144− atoms,
as well as the plasmonic 76 kDa species. The bottom spectrum
shows the molecule-like transition of Au38(SR)24 nano-
molecules. The optical spectrum of Au144(SR)60 shows the
discrete electronic states of the nanoparticles, but due to the
overlap of various electronic transitions, it appears featureless.
However, recent studies show that the origin of localized
surface plasmon resonance of the Au144(SR)60 is confined to the
metallic core.30,31 The Au329(SR)84 nanomolecules support a
distinct surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peak at ∼490 nm.
This is due to the collective oscillation of the conduction
electrons. Au∼500(SR)∼120 also shows the surface plasmon
resonance at ∼498 nm. However, this peak is not prominent
compared to the 76.3 kDa nanoparticles. This is due to the

Figure 4. PDF fits. (a) Truncated octahedral Au405 model, (b) PDF
fitting of Au405 TO model with that of the experimental PDF of
Au∼500(SR)∼120 particles (Rw = 37%). (c) Marks decahedral Au389
model, (d) PDF fitting of Au389 Marks Dh model with that of the
experimental PDF of Au∼500(SR)∼120 particles (Rw = 23%).

Figure 5. SAXS data, data fits, and the derived SAXS molecular
envelope for Au∼500 nanoparticles. (a) SAXS data (black solid circle
with error bar) were collected up to 0.8 Å−1. The red curve is a
representative fit for the molecular envelope calculation. The
molecular envelope, also known as a bead model, was calculated
using the program DAMMIN, with SAXS data up to 0.6 Å−1. The data
points in the red curve beyond 0.6 Å−1 were calculated from the
resultant molecular envelope, matching well with the experimental
data. The inset is the Guinier fit for SAXS data at q close to 0. Rg
obtained from the data fit is 1.05 ± 0.05 nm. (b) The two views of the
final SAXS molecular envelope with dimensions. Twenty independent
molecular envelope calculations were performed, and the resulting
envelopes were further averaged to generate the final, consensus
molecular envelope. The error bar of the dimensions is expected as
0.1−0.2 nm.
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presence of several overlapping stable species, which show SPR
in the 480−510 nm range.
Size Polydispersity. Finally, we analyze the width of the

mass spectra to determine the size dispersity. For this purpose,
we intentionally mixed the 76.3 kDa species24 with that of the
title Au∼500 nanoparticle. We have recently shown that the 76.3
kDa species has one fixed composition, with a Au329(SR)84
formula, with no variation in the number of Au atoms and
ligands.32

Comparing the mass spectra of a mixture of Au329(SR)84 and
Au∼500 species in Figure 7a shows that there is a large difference
in the peak width and full width at half-maximum (fwhm).
Figure 7b shows the expanded version of the 5− of the Au∼500
and the 3− of the Au329(SR)84. The width of the 5− of the
Au∼500 peak at the baseline is approximately 800 m/z.
Deconvolution of this peak to the molecular 1− ion leads to
a width of 4000 Da. In the extreme case, where the entire 4000
Da difference is due to Au atoms, a variation of 20 Au atoms
would be observed. If the entire mass is due to ligands, then it
would lead to a variation of 29 ligands. Nevertheless, a more
accurate prediction is to calculate the percent variation of Au
atoms (20/500 = 4%) and apply it to ligands. This would lead
to a reasonable variation of (120 × 0.04 = 5) five ligands. Also,
note that the expanded 5− peaks show ∼30 partially resolved
individual peaks within the envelope. We therefore conclude
that the composition of the title compound to be

Au∼500±10(SR)∼120±3 with over 30 individual Aum(SR)n species
present.

Transition from Fixed-Composition to Polydisperse
Nature. Nanomolecules protected by aliphatic thiols or
phenylethanethiol include Au25(SR)18, Au38(SR)24,
Au67(SR)35, Au130(SR)50, Au144(SR)60, and Au329(SR)84. These
have a molecular definition with ±0 Au atom or ligand
variation. The only ultrasmall, <2 nm-sized phenylethanethiol-
protected nanoparticle that does not have a molecular
definition is the Au103−105(SR)45−46 species.33 However, this
species, upon thermochemical treatment at 80 °C, is unstable,
resulting in a core size conversion that produces a new core
size, Au40(SR)24.

34 Nanomolecules that are stable under 80 °C
thermochemical excess thiol treatment include the 25−, 38−,
130−, 144−, and 329− atom species. The Faradaurate-500
species is also highly stable because its synthesis involves a 80
°C thermochemical treatment for 4−7 days. However, the
highly stable Faradaurate-500 does not contain a single species
with a fixed composition. It contains at least 30 different
nanoparticle compositions. Significant efforts were made to
acquire the ESI-MS data under “soft” conditions to minimize
fragmentation. Several control experiments of known nano-
molecules performed under similar conditions were free to
fragmentation. On the basis of the above results in Figure 7, we
conclude that an important transition f rom a f ixed composition to
a polydisperse composition occurs within the 329− and 500− atom
range. See Scheme 1. In the nanoparticle regime below <500
atoms, there are well studied molecular particles like
Au25(SR)18, Au38(SR)24, Au144(SR)60, and Au329(SR)84.

Exemplary Stability. Note that these sizes are extremely
stable in air, and under thermochemical treatment at 80 °C in

Figure 6. UV−visible−NIR spectroscopy of Au∼500(SR)∼120 (red)
showing the surface plasmon resonance peak at ∼498 nm compared to
the 76.3 kDa, Au329(SR)84 (black dash dotted). Au144(SR)60 (blue
dotted) shows no surface plasmon resonance, and Au38(SR)24 (green
dashed) shows molecule-like transitions.

Figure 7. (a) ESI-MS of Au329(SR)84 and Au∼500 nanoparticles that
were intentionally mixed to study the peak width and size dispersity.
Note the sharp peaks for Au329(SR)84 when compared with the Au∼500
peaks. (b) Expansion of the 5− peak of Au∼500 and the 3− peak of the
Au329(SR)84. The fwhm of the 3− peak of Au329(SR)84 is 23 m/z
suggesting that it is a fixed composition, with ±0 atom variation (see
ref 32). The Au∼500 nanoparticle is broad (fwhm of 800 m/z) and
shows overlap of several peaks, suggesting a size dispersity of
approximately 20 Au atoms.
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excess thiol. Nevertheless, the Au∼500 nanoparticle, which
underwent 80 °C thermochemical treatment for several days,
sti l l remains polydisperse with a composition of
Au∼500±10(SR)∼120±3. The superatom model35 relies on
electronic stability due to closed electronic shells. Based on
the fact that there is not a fixed composition in the title
compound, it can therefore be concluded that Au∼500 is not
stabilized due to electronic considerations. This would suggest
that geometric stability36 plays a more significant role in the
stability of Faradaurate-500. Au25(SR)18

− and Au102(SPh−
COOH)44 are stabilized by two factors: (a) electronic factors
exhibiting 8 and 58 electron shell closing, respectively; (b)
geometric factors exhibiting a 13− atom icosahedral core and a
49− atom Marks decahedral core, respectively. Note that
Au144(SR)60 and Au329(SR)84 has 84 and 245 electrons,
respectively. So none of the species in the Faradaurate series,
namely, 144−, 329−, and ∼500− atom species, exhibit
electronic shell closings. This suggests that as the nanoparticle
size increases, the geometry plays a larger role in the
nanoparticle stability. However, as the size increases, there
are apparently various possible combinations that would lead to
a stable nanoparticle (Table 1).

■ CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have determined the composition of the
plasmonic Faradaurate at 115 kDa as Au∼500(SR)∼120. HAADF-
STEM imaging shows that the particles are monodisperse and
the diameter is 2.4 ± 0.1 nm. SAXS results support the
monodispersity and the particle diameter was determined to be
2.6 nm, in agreement with the STEM analysis. High-energy X-
ray PDF analysis suggests that the atomic structure of
Faradaurate-500 is consistent with both an fcc or a Marks
decahedral atomic arrangement. Finally, plasmonic peaks for
these particles appear at 498 nm. The extinction coefficient was
determined to be 1.42 × 106 M−1 cm−1, which is supported by
∼380 free electrons. These plasmonic nanoparticles can be
used in plasmonic applications such as optical sensors, drug
delivery, and cancer cell detection and also in catalytic
applications.
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Scheme 1a

a(a) The 1−100 nm regime with nanomolecules in the 1−2 nm region, and nanoparticles in the 2−100 nm regime (where very good
monodispersity has been achieved, but the size distribution is still ±1000’s of atoms or a few nanometers). (b) Thiolated gold nanomolecules, such
as Au25, Au38, Au67, Au144, and Au329 with a precise number of metal atoms and organic ligands and Au∼500±10(SR)∼120±3. (c) The dashed line,
between 329− and 500− atom sizes, indicating the transition between the fixed composition containing nanomolecules region, with ±0 Au atom
variation versus polydisperse Au∼500±10(SR)∼120±3 particles, with a ± 10 Au atom variation.

Table 1. Properties of Au∼500(SR)∼120 as Determined from the Comprehensive Suite of Analytical Tools

compositiona
SAXS diameter

(nm)
TEM diameter

(nm) atomic structureb
Absmax (nm), ε
(M−1 cm−1)

Au∼500(SR)∼120 2.6 ± 0.4 2.4 ± 0.1 ∼2.5 dia. (nm) cubic close packed, truncated octahedral/marks
decahedron

498, 1.42 × 106

aFrom mass spectrometry. bAtomic pair distribution function analysis.
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